
Further Adventures in Headhunting 
  
It is more than sixteen years since an early version of this article was presented at 

a conference on pre-colonial warfare in monsoon Asia, held at London’s School of 
African and Asian Studies. Since my interest in the interaction of gender, cultural 
practices and religious beliefs has not waned, I am delighted to hear that the 2004 
publication is still of interest. However, I regret that I was then unaware of a source 
recording the personal experiences of a headhunter as told to Johannes Tehupeiory 
(1882-1908), a young Ambonese doctor recruited to join a Dutch expedition to central 
Borneo in 1902. Published in 1906, his fascinating book, Onder De Dajaks in Centraal 
Borneo, was much praised at the time, but is rarely consulted today. Tehupeiory formed a 
close relationship with one of his patients, a high-ranking Kenyah chief, Pudau 
Ajang.  “While I told him about life in tanah dipa (the land overseas), he entertained me 
with stories of past raids . . .  I would like here to offer my readers one of these stories.” 
Echoing Tehupeiory’s sentiments, I would like to take advantage of this opportunity to 
include a rare account that highlights the importance of headhunting in the life of a young 
Dayak man. 

 When Pudau Ajang was a young man his mother died suddenly after a short 
illness. Since his parents were both of “royal blood” (vorstelijken bloede) it was 
necessary to obtain a head to end the mourning period. Normally this would have been 
the husband’s responsibility, but it was decided that the task should fall to Pudau Ajang: 
firstly, he was an only son and would thus succeed his father as chief, and secondly, he 
was soon due to be married (and presumably needed to demonstrate his 
manhood).  Pudau Ajang describes this expedition in great detail – the role of “prophetic 
birds” in providing favourable omens, the Punan groups who joined him and his four 
companions en route, their difficulties in negotiating jungle pathways, their frustrated 
efforts to locate potential victims in this lightly populated region. Finally, after more than 
two years of searching, the party heard birdcalls that promised success, and that very day 
they came across a few members of a rival Kenyah group (Uma Alim) who were 
collecting rattans. The Punan shot off their poisoned blowpipe darts, with the result that 
“we Kenyahs” only had to worry about beheading the dying victims.  Pudau Ajang 
himself took three heads, and his companions four, but they had to make haste to return, 
fearful of a revenge attack. The young men walked without resting for three days and two 
nights, while the Punans who accompanied them planted sharp stakes in the ground to 
forestall any Uma Alim in pursuit. “After an absence of three years I arrived home again 
and with a feeling of pride presented my old father with the three skulls.” The mourning 
for a wife and mother could now come to an end. 


